Validity of using tri-axial accelerometers to measure human movement – Part II: Step counts at a wide range of gait velocities
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ABSTRACT

A subject-specific step counting method with a high accuracy level at all walking speeds is needed to assess the functional level of impaired patients. The study aim was to validate step counts and cadence calculations from acceleration data by comparison to video data during dynamic activity. Custom-built activity monitors, each containing one tri-axial accelerometer, were placed on the ankles, thigh, and waist of 11 healthy adults. ICC values were greater than 0.98 for video inter-rater reliability of all step counts. The activity monitoring system (AMS) algorithm demonstrated a median (interquartile range; IQR) agreement of 92% (8%) with visual observations during walking/jogging trials at gait velocities ranging from 0.1 to 4.8 m/s, while FitBits (ankle and waist), and a Nike Fuelband (wrist) demonstrated agreements of 92% (36%), 93% (22%), and 33% (35%), respectively. The algorithm results demonstrated high median (IQR) step detection sensitivity (95% (2%)), positive predictive value (PPV) (99% (1%)), and agreement (97% (3%)) during a laboratory-based simulated free-living protocol. The algorithm also showed high median (IQR) sensitivity, PPV, and agreement identifying walking steps (91% (5%), 98% (4%), and 96% (5%)), jogging steps (87% (6%), 100% (1%), and 95% (6%)), and less than 3% mean error in cadence calculations.

1. Introduction

Physical inactivity is an independent risk factor for chronic disease and disability and is estimated to result in 3.2 million deaths world-wide each year [1]. Regular physical activity has been associated with health improvements in many populations [2]. Many commonly used mobility assessment methods have limitations such as subjectivity [3] or involve clinical-based evaluations that fail to mimic real-world functional requirements, such as the 10 m walk test which underestimates gait velocity predictions in a community setting [4]. It is important to quantitatively assess mobility in the free-living environment as health and wellness measure. This can be accomplished with accurate measurement of step counts and cadence in the home and community.

Step counting is one of the most commonly used measures of physical activity [5]. Sensors can provide objective information on movement while their small size and light weight allow for home deployment. One of the main issues associated with step counts as a physical activity measure is that high accuracy is needed. Many previous studies have assessed the step count and gait event accuracy of pedometers, accelerometers, and gyroscopes [6–11]. However, limited information on the algorithms and the data analysis methods are provided and the protocols performed are overly simplified, often consisting of long periods of continuous walking which are inconsistent with most daily living activities. The step detection accuracy of many sensors has also been shown to decrease for shorter activity duration and at slower walking speeds [8,12–14], particularly in older patients. The need for accurate step counts at slow walking speeds is of critical importance as slow walking speeds can be indicative of movement disorders [15], mobility disability [16], and have been linked to high risk for reduced function, morbidity, and mortality [17]. Increases in walking speed and the ability to vary cadence demonstrate increased function level [18], reduced risk, and higher predictions of survival [17,19]. While a small number of studies have shown that results from the methods they used are not affected by different walking speeds, accuracy during shuffling, stair climbing, and jogging have yet to be investigated and only limited gait velocity ranges are examined [14,20,21]. Furthermore, the use of step counts as a measure of physical activity is limited as the characteristics of the steps are unknown. An activity monitoring system (AMS) capable of identifying walking step counts, jogging step counts, and the ability to vary cadence while walking and jogging can be beneficial as it gives information on an individual’s functional level. Furthermore, an objective
portable method for the functional assessment of patients, particularly those with slow walking speeds, could serve as a beneficial motivational rehabilitation tool and an effective clinical outcomes measure in the free-living environment.

The aim of this study was to determine the validity and reliability of a custom-designed AMS as an objective adaptive step counter. The algorithm's accuracy was validated with visual step counts and was compared to two commercial step counters (Fitbit Tracker (Fitbit, San Francisco, CA) and Nike+ Fuelband (Nike, Beaverton, OR)) during walking and jogging trials at a range of gait velocities. The validity and reliability of the AMS algorithm were also evaluated for walking and jogging segments in healthy adults during a protocol of simulated free-living dynamic activities in the laboratory by comparison to video recordings.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental design

Accelerometer and video data were acquired from 12 (3 M, 9 F) healthy adults as they performed 7–10 walking/jogging trials in a straight line over an 8.5 m walkway (with additional room to accelerate and decelerate). Subjects wore two different commercial devices (Fitbit monitors on the right lateral ankle and the wrist and a Nike Fuelband on the right wrist) in addition to the AMS which consisted of accelerometers below the navel on the wrist, on the right thigh lateral midpoint, and bilateral ankles. Gait velocities were calculated based on the distance travelled and the time duration recorded by photocells placed at either end of the walkway. For the initial trial, subjects were asked to walk at a self-selected normal gait velocity. Following each trial, subjects were given instructions to walk/jog at a slower/faster speed, until a suitable range of gait velocities was obtained. The steps were counted visually by two raters. A total of 105 trials were recorded in total. Accelerometer and video data were also recorded as subjects performed an approximately 5 min protocol of static and dynamic activities involving standing, sitting, lying, postural transitions, walking, stair climbing, and jogging in the laboratory [22]. Verbal cues were provided by an investigator for each task. Additionally, subjects were asked to fidget to simulate activity during selected sitting and standing tasks. All activities were performed at self-selected speeds. At the time of evaluation, the subjects' median (range) age and average (SD) body mass index (BMI) were 31 (25–55) years, and 24.7 (5.5) kg m⁻², respectively. Exclusion criteria were a history of musculoskeletal deficits, neurological impairment, or lower extremity surgery. The study protocol was approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board and each subject provided written informed consent before participating.

2.2. Data collection

The AMS consisted of four Mayo Clinic custom-built activity monitors which were secured with straps. Each activity monitor incorporated a tri-axial MEMS accelerometer (analog, ±6 g, Analog Devices), and onboard data storage of up to 0.5 GB [22]. Monitors were programmed to sample each axis at 100 Hz. Video data were simultaneously acquired at 60 Hz using a handheld camera. Video data were synchronized to accelerometer data by three vertical jumps performed by subjects prior to and following the described protocol. The four accelerometers were also synchronized to each other after the final jump.

2.3. Signal processing

Step numbers and heel-strike timings for AMS step detection were determined from the bilateral ankle activity monitors (Fig. 1). All accelerometer data post-processing and analysis were performed offline using MATLAB (Version 7.11.0, Mathworks, Nat-ick, MA). A median filter, with a window size of 3, was applied to the orthogonal raw acceleration signals to remove any high-frequency noise spikes. The resulting filtered signal was separated into its gravitational component using a third-order zero phase lag elliptical low pass filter, with a cut-off frequency of 0.25 Hz. 0.01 dB passband ripple and −100 dB stopband ripple. Subtracting the gravitational component from the original median filtered signal provided the bodily motion component [23].

2.4. Activity detection

In a parallel study by the authors [22], dynamic activity was detected by calculating when the signal magnitude area (SMA) of the bodily motion component of the waist accelerometer data exceeded a threshold of 0.135 g [24] for epochs of 1 s. Of those seconds of data (which were below 0.135 g) identified as non-activity, a continuous wavelet transform using a Daubechies 4 Mother Wavelet was applied to the waist acceleration signal. Data which fell within a range of 0.1–2.0 Hz was further identified as activity, if it exceeded a scaling threshold of 1.5 over each second [22]. Upright activity was identified using the angles estimated from the waist and thigh accelerometers. Activity was characterized as jogging when the SMA exceeded 0.8 g and as walking (including stair climbing and fidgeting of the feet while standing) when the SMA was between 0.135 and 0.8 g. The threshold of 0.8 g was determined from this dataset [22], based on comparisons of SMA to video data for a single subject and validated across all subjects.

2.5. Step detection

During identified walking and jogging segments, the anteroposterior accelerations (aAP) of the ankles were filtered using a low-pass butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 6 Hz and analyzed using a peak detection method [9] with adaptive aAP thresholds similar to those previously formulated for angular velocity [20] and an adaptive timing threshold to calculate the number of steps taken (Fig. 1).

Gait events, gait velocity, and cadence are useful when describing normal and pathological gait [25]. Step counting methods are often based on toe-off, heel-strike, and/or midswing identification with defined absolute thresholds determining the acceleration values these gait events must reach and how much time must lapse between consecutive gait events to identify valid steps [9]. As gait velocity, cadence, and swing phase usually decrease with increasing disability, the gait event accelerations also decrease and the time between gait events increases [25]. These parameter changes can cause accuracy issues when using absolute thresholds to assess subjects with slower/pathological gait velocities. Even within-subject gait velocity changes can reduce accuracy, i.e. walking slowly while performing household chores, may result in activity underestimation [26]. To overcome these issues, our algorithm incorporates adaptive thresholds for acceleration and time between gait events.

2.5.1. Calculate initial adaptive thresholds (Fig. 1b)

The adaptive peak detection thresholds allow for greater step detection accuracy at different walking speeds. For each continuous data segment classified as walking or jogging, adaptive aAP thresholds to detect heel-strike points were calculated:

\[
\text{th}_1 = 0.8 \times (1/N) \times \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_{AP,i} < \bar{a}_{AP}
\]
where $\bar{a}_{AP}$ is the mean of the $a_{AP}$ signal and $N$ is the number of samples,

$$th_2 = 0.6 \times \min(a_{AP})$$

(2)

In addition to adaptive $a_{AP}$ thresholds, adaptive timing thresholds were also calculated. The timing threshold, $t_1$, was calculated for each walking segment using

$$t_1 = f_s \times 0.1 / \text{mean(SMA)}$$

(3)

where $f_s$ is the sampling frequency and SMA is the signal magnitude area of the waist. A minimum value for $t_1$ was set at 0.5 s.

2.5.2. Detect heel-strike events (Fig. 1c)

Local minimum and maximum peaks of the $a_{AP}$ signal were detected. Local minimum peaks were considered valid heel-strike points if their magnitudes were greater than $|th_1| g$, and had a preceding maximum whose magnitude was at least $|th_2| g$ greater than the minimum. If two minimum peaks were found within $t_1$ s of each other for walking and 0.25 s of each other for jogging, only the one of greater amplitude was considered as a heel-strike point.

2.5.3. Search for undetected heel-strike events (Fig. 1d)

Adaptive thresholds do not work well when high heel-strike acceleration variability occurs. In order to address this issue of activity with high heel-strike acceleration variability (particularly
during walking segments which included stair climbing), the algorithm was extended to check for missing steps in each segment of data by calculating the time difference between each successive heel-strike point. For walking/low frequency walking (detected using the wavelet transform), if there was a time interval of 2.5/8 s or longer between successive heel-strike points (2.0/7.5 s or longer between the first heel-strike point and the start of the activity segment and the last heel-strike point and the end of the activity segment), the acceleration thresholds (Eqs. (1) and (2)) were recalculated for the segment of data within 0.5 s from either heel-strike point and new heel-strike points were looked for within that segment. For jogging, if the time interval was 1.25 s or longer between successive heel-strike points (1 s or longer between the first heel-strike point and the start of the activity segment and the last heel-strike point and the end of the activity segment), the acceleration thresholds were recalculated for the segment of data within 0.25 s from either heel-strike point and new heel-strike points were sought within that segment.

2.5.4. Discard invalid heel-strike events
Activity monitor acceleration readings are accurate to within 0.09 g. Therefore, any heel-strike points with \( a_{AP} \) magnitudes less than 0.09 g were discarded.

2.5.5. Count steps
For each activity segment, steps counts from both the right and left ankle acceleration data were summed.

2.5.6. Classify steps (Fig. 1e)
To identify walking or jogging steps from other less meaningful steps such as fidgeting, a previous study ignored any activity which lasts for less than five seconds [27]. However, discarding five second activity segments in this study could mean ignoring as high as 15 steps per activity segment. Another study recommended discounting steps if less than two steps with the right leg occur in a ten second window and no steps occur in the ten second windows on either side [28]. Applying this method to the present study resulted in the classification of all fidgeting and walking segments with less than four steps were classified as ‘walking’ which resulted in an overestimation in walking step counts. In this study, any segments with less than four steps total detected from the right and left ankles which were preceded and followed by more than two seconds of no activity were not considered as walking or jogging and their steps were categorized as ‘other’. The two seconds threshold was chosen to account for possible activity classification errors at the first and last one second epochs of activity segments [22]. This characterization was also applied to video observation.

2.5.7. Calculate cadence
Cadence was calculated from

\[
\text{Cadence} = \frac{(n - 1)}{(t_n - t_1)}
\]

where \( n \) is the total number of steps in the activity segment, \( t_n \) is the time (min) when the heel-strike point of the nth step occurs and \( t_1 \) is the time (min) when the heel-strike point of the first step occurs.

2.6. Reliability
Video data were imported into Windows Movie Maker (Microsoft, Seattle, WA). Two raters, each with greater than one year of gait analysis experience, manually determined the walking, jogging and ‘other’ step counts for each activity. The video data were considered the gold standard for all validation analysis. Intraclass correlations (ICC(A,1)) across all subjects were used to determine the reliability of inter-rater observations [29].

2.7. Validity
AMS algorithm step counts were validated against the steps counted manually from the video data for each subject. Agreement is the percentage of steps detected using the AMS algorithm compared with those counted manually from the video data. Sensitivity is the ratio of true positives to the total number of true positives and false negatives. Positive predictive value (PPV) is the ratio of true positives to the total number of true positives and false positives. Heel-strike times (i.e. times at which the non-stance leg made contact with the floor) were visually identified to calculate cadence from the video data and sensitivity, PPV, and agreement were used to assess the AMS algorithm’s ability to accurately detect steps. The AMS algorithm, Fitbits, and Nike Fuelband accuracies were compared using agreement values only.

The Bland-Altman and ICC(A,1) methods were utilized to compare step counts and cadence as determined by the AMS algorithm and video observation [30]. In the Bland-Altman plots, systematic error is present if the mean is greater than or less than zero. Systematic error is considered to be significant if both repeatability coefficients are on the same side of zero.

3. Results
Eleven of the twelve participants completed the protocol as prescribed. Data from one subject were excluded since the protocol was not followed correctly. The total time to complete the protocol of static and dynamic activities averaged (SD) 359 (42) s and the mean (SD) total number of steps taken was 282 (20).

3.1. Reliability
Inter-rater reliability of step detection using video observation was high, with ICC(A,1) values of 1 for the walking/jogging trials and greater than 0.98 for steps taken during walking, steps taken during jogging and the total number of steps taken throughout the simulated free-living protocol (Table 1). All further analyses were performed comparing AMS algorithm identification to a single observer chosen at random.

3.2. Validity
The AMS algorithm demonstrated a median (IQR) agreement of 92% (8%) with manual step counts as gait velocities ranged from 0.1 to 4.8 m/s compared with median (IQR) agreements of 92% (36%), 93% (22%), and 33% (35%) using Fitbit (ankle), Fitbit (waist), and Nike Fuelband (waist), respectively (Fig. 2). The AMS algorithm median agreement was highest for gait velocities lower than 0.5 m/s (Table 2). The lowest median (IQR) agreements occurred between 1.0 and 1.5 m/s and 1.5 and 2.0 m/s, both at 89% (7%). For gait velocities ranging from 0.1 to 4.8 m/s, step counts were underestimated by a mean of 1.5 steps and there was no

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Rater 1</th>
<th>Rater 2</th>
<th>ICC(A,1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>195.0 (16.4)</td>
<td>196.7 (17.1)</td>
<td>0.982 (0.919, 0.996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jogging</td>
<td>86.5 (13.7)</td>
<td>87.0 (12.6)</td>
<td>0.988 (0.956, 0.997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All activity</td>
<td>281.5 (19.7)</td>
<td>283.7 (19.9)</td>
<td>0.981 (0.907, 0.995)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Average (SD) total step count for each activity as determined by two raters.
* Values provided are the estimated ICC(A,1) with lower and upper bounds for the 95% confidence interval [29].
significant systematic error (Fig. 3). The ICC(A,1) value was greater than 0.97. Four of the five outliers occurred at gait velocities less than 0.62 m/s due mostly to very low ankle peak aAP as well as due to some seconds of activity not being detected. The fifth outlier occurred at approximately 1.25 m/s due to missed seconds of activity. The Fitbit demonstrated higher median agreement values than the AMS algorithm between 0.5 and 2 m/s but didn’t detect steps for velocities less than 0.5 m/s when located on the waist and detected only approximately 50% of steps for velocities less than 0.5 m/s and greater than 2 m/s when located on the ankle.

Steps were detected for each upright dynamic activity segment during the protocol for each subject and were classified as walking (Fig. 4a and b), jogging (Fig. 4c), or other. Stair walking demonstrated high variability of peak accelerations (Fig. 4a). The number of steps taken for each segment ranged from 2 to 115. For the group, step detection median (IQR) sensitivity was 95% (2%) across subjects, with 91% (5%) for walking and 97% (6%) for jogging (Fig. 5a). The step detection median (IQR) PPV was 99% (1%) across subjects, with 98% (4%) for walking and 100% (1%) for jogging (Fig. 5b). The step detection median (IQR) agreement was 97% (3%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gait velocity range (m/s)</th>
<th>&lt;0.5</th>
<th>0.5–1.0</th>
<th>1.0–1.5</th>
<th>1.5–2.0</th>
<th>&gt;2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity monitor (%)</td>
<td>95 (6)</td>
<td>90 (6)</td>
<td>89 (7)</td>
<td>89 (7)</td>
<td>92 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitbit (Ankle) (%)</td>
<td>52 (91)</td>
<td>96 (6)</td>
<td>94 (11)</td>
<td>93 (7)</td>
<td>46 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitbit (Waist) (%)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>94 (5)</td>
<td>94 (1)</td>
<td>94 (7)</td>
<td>92 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nike Fuelband (%)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (41)</td>
<td>59 (33)</td>
<td>66 (47)</td>
<td>43 (91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of steps</td>
<td>31 (14)</td>
<td>20 (4)</td>
<td>17 (2)</td>
<td>15 (1)</td>
<td>12 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with 96% (5%) for walking and 95% (6%) for jogging. The step counts from the AMS algorithm showed good agreement when compared to video data (ICC(A,1) values greater than 0.75) except for steps classified as ‘other’ (ICC(A,1) value was 0.4) (Fig. 6). No significant systematic errors were present. Mean percentage errors were approximately 5% for all walking segments, 1% for the longest walking segment on level ground and stairs, 3% for the longest walking segment on level ground, 3% for all jogging segments, 4% for all activity combined and 63% for other. The median (IQR) sensitivity, PPV, and agreement, and ICC(A,1) values increased from 91% (5%), 98% (4%), 96% (5%), and 0.75 for all walking (Figs. 5a,b, and 6a) to 96% (2%), 99% (3%), 97% (2%), and 0.97 for the longest walking segment on both level ground and stairs (Figs. 5a,b, and 6b) and to 97% (4%), 100% (0%), 97% (5%), and 0.93 for the longest walking segment on level ground only (Figs. 5a,b, and 6c). The calculated mean cadences were 103 steps/min for walking on level ground, 102 steps/min for walking on level ground and stairs, and 155 steps/min for jogging. Correlations between video observation and AMS algorithm identification were high for cadence calculations (ICC(A,1) values greater than 0.82) and showed excellent agreement across all subjects for the longest walking segment on level ground, the longest walking segment on both level ground and stairs and the two jogging segments (Fig. 7). No significant systematic errors were present and mean percentage errors were less than 1% for walking on level ground (except for one outlier), 3% for the first jogging segment (except for one outlier), 2% for walking on level ground and stairs (except for one outlier), and 3% for the second jogging segment (except for one outlier).

4. Discussion

The study aim was to validate an algorithm using an AMS to measure step counts and cadence during walking and jogging for a wide range of gait velocities. There is a need for an accurate objective step counter for patients with slow walking speeds as they would benefit most from a motivational tool capable of accurately monitoring activity increases. The described step detection algorithm incorporates an adaptive acceleration threshold heel–strike detection algorithm capable of managing activity segments with high acceleration variability and includes adaptive timing thresholds for robustness across a large gait velocity range. The step detection algorithm was used in combination with a postural and activity detection algorithm so that only upright dynamic activity was analyzed and to enable the data analysis of a protocol with a continuous flow of static and dynamic activities such as would occur in free-living.
The small discrepancies between the two video raters (Table 1) were due to subjective differences in deciding which steps taken during fidgeting could be classified as valid steps and deciding when the activity switched between walking and jogging. With some subjects, step counts were less accurate, mostly due to small inaccuracies of walking and jogging segment detection at the beginnings and ends (walking detection median (IQR) sensitivity was 87% (7%) and PPV of 95% (3%), while jogging detection median (IQR) sensitivity was 97% (7%) and PPV of 100% (2%)) [22], resulting in one or more missing steps. These inaccuracies can be attributed to the segmentation of both the accelerometer and video data to one second windows when identifying dynamic upright activity.

For gait velocities from 0.1 to 4.8 m/s, the AMS algorithm detected steps with a higher median agreement and/or smaller IQR than the Fitbits and Nike Fuelband (Fig. 2 and Table 2). Furthermore, Fitbit does not incorporate postural detection and may overestimate steps in free-living from leg movement during sitting and lying in addition to upright posture. Nike Fuelband agreement was poor across all velocities and also includes no postural detection. Previous studies have also reported difficulties in obtaining accurate step counts at slow and high walking speeds [8,14,31,32]. A small number of studies report good accuracy for all walking speeds [14,20,21,31]. However, many of these studies do not specify gait velocities and refer to them as ‘slow, normal, or fast-paced’, while studies that specify gait velocities look at smaller ranges starting at 0.5–0.9 m/s [14,32] and don’t exceed 2 m/s. Studies using the Stepwatch activity monitor (SAM) to detect strides and activity levels in stroke patients and elderly adults have reported good agreement ranging from ‘acceptable’ to ‘excellent’ with visual step counts at gait velocities as low as 0.08 m/s [33,34]. However, SAM requires two one minute calibration walk tests at self-selected normal and fast walking speeds for each patient in the laboratory prior to testing in a free-living environment. Calibration tests are repeated until SAM shows at least 94% agreement with visual counts.

The lowest median agreement in this study occurred between 1.0 and 2.0 m/s which is the typical range of normal walking speeds [35], while the highest agreement occurred for velocities lower than 0.5 m/s and higher than 2 m/s (Table 2). Steps taken ranged from 10 to 92, increasing as gait velocity decreased. Similar to previous studies, longer duration trials (i.e. trials where gait velocity was less than 0.5 m/s) demonstrated greater agreement as missed steps usually occur at activity segment ends [13]. At higher gait
Fig. 6. Bland-Altman plots demonstrating percentage difference for step detection when using activity monitoring system algorithm and video identifications for (a) walking, (b) walking during the longest activity segment including stair climbing, (c) walking during the longest activity segment on level ground only, (d) jogging, (e) the entire protocol, and (f) all steps classified as ‘Other’. The dashed line represents the mean, while the solid lines represent the repeatability coefficients (±1.96 SD). ICC(A,1) values are also presented.

velocities, peak acceleration amplitudes increased in magnitude and decreased in magnitude variability, resulting in increased step detection accuracy, particularly at gait velocities higher than 2 m/s. The ability of the AMS algorithm to accurately detect steps for less than 0.5 m/s suggests that it would be a beneficial outcome measures tool for rehabilitating patients with slow walking speeds.

The 3% mean agreement difference from manual step counts (Fig. 6e) was due mostly to activity segments with fidgeting of the feet while standing or with less than 4 steps. The lower step detection accuracy when considering all walking was due to the inclusion of very short walking segments (Fig. 6a). The slightly higher step detection accuracy when considering walking on both level ground
and stairs (Fig. 6b) compared to level ground only (Fig. 6c) was also due to segment length. Step detection accuracy would be expected to increase for longer walking and jogging segments as the inaccuracies occur mostly at the segment’s beginning and end, consistent with previous studies on step detection and activity classification [13,27,36]. A small number of studies have produced slightly higher agreement values (at gait velocities >0.8 m/s) than the step detection results in this study, however they involved activity segments which were isolated and much longer in length [14,37].

The calculated mean cadences for walking and jogging were consistent with previous studies on walking and jogging of healthy adults at a self-selected speed [38,39]. The mean percentage cadence calculation errors (Fig. 7) are comparable to results from a recent accelerometry study involving real-time cadence calculation during the 5 m walk test [12]. In the current study, the small cadence calculation errors were due to missed steps. Cadence variability has been shown to be an important factor when assessing patient function levels [18]. The most accurate pedometers can give step counts within ±3% of the manual step count, with step counts being classed as ‘acceptable’ when within ±10% [6,40,41]. The 97% median step count agreement value in this study when compared to video step counts and high agreement of cadences suggest that this method would be suitable for counting walking and jogging steps using tri-axial accelerometers placed on the waist, thigh, and bilaterally on the ankles in a free-living environment. However, it is possible that other daily living activities not examined in this study may inhibit step detection accuracy. The advantage of using accelerometers for step counting, rather than traditional pedometers, is that it can also provide data such as gait event timings, amplitudes, and other spatiotemporal parameters. Accelerometers use less battery power than gyroscopes, making them more suitable for home deployment studies.

Stair climbing activity could not be identified separate to walking on level ground as the SMA/second calculations showed no distinguishable differences. However, the results presented here suggest that walking and stair climbing activity levels were similar and counting stair climbing steps as walking steps is sufficient for assessing activity using step counts. Previous studies have shown that the energy expended walking down stairs is similar to slow walking on level ground [42] and a third of that expended walking upstairs [43]. It is important to note that patient compliance issues have been reported in previous studies due to multiple sensor use which can be cumbersome for long-term data collections [44,45]. While accurate step counts can be used to effectively assess the functional status of impaired individuals, factors such as behavior and environment should also be considered in healthy individuals.
Conducting this study in a free-living environment would be more realistic but more difficult than in a laboratory. Many validation studies have used simplified laboratory-based testing methods (standing or sitting still or continuous periods of walking [8,24,41]). We instructed subjects to perform activities as naturally as they could, i.e. standing while moving their feet as standing completely still is not expected in a free-living environment [26], and switching between activities such as walking to sitting down and fidgeting of the body and/or legs. In addition, the laboratory space included chairs, a chair, and a bed. Only 12 healthy subjects were included in this study. While many studies use similar subject numbers [12,32,36], algorithm robustness should be tested on a larger subject number before applying it to the general population and also be validated before use in pathological or elderly populations. Each subject walked/jogged approximately 300 m during the protocol. While this is short compared to daily distances travelled in the community, it is similar to the distance tested in many studies [9,14,41]. Furthermore, as we tested a range of walking durations (activity segments of 2–115 steps), an overall longer duration of activity may not have a large effect on step detection accuracy. Another study limitation is that fidgeting was misclassified as walking in subjects that moved their feet a lot while standing. Some short walking segments were misclassified as ‘other’ if steps at the segment’s beginning and end were undetected, resulting in an AMS algorithm step count of less than four. This contributed to lowering walking and ‘other’ step detection accuracy (Fig. 6a and f). The poor accuracy for detecting ‘other’ steps was also due to short activity duration resulting in missed steps and to the subjectivity of visually identifying fidgeting. A recent study also reported difficulty in fidgeting detection in the home with accelerometer methods and video observation [26]. However, the advantage of the method presented here is that adaptive acceleration and timing thresholds allow for use on a wide range of gait velocities and, therefore, potentially a wide range of patient populations and ages.

5. Conclusion

While this study involves a simulated protocol conducted in a laboratory environment, the results suggest that the free-living analysis methods are suitable for step counting using tri-axial accelerometers on the ankles, thigh, and waist in a free-living environment.
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